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ABSTRACT
One approach to the study of structures that underly

receiver response to perceptual stimuli has been that, of factor
analysis. This method was used to study responses of 92 students at
the University of Connecticut to drug abuse commercials. Responses to
five anti-drug television commercials were categorized according to:
(1) "relative persuasion," indicating a positive reaction to the
general believability of the commercial; (2) "negative evaluation,"
indicating a rejection of the commercial; (3) "Creative stimulation,"
reflecting receivers' positive 'Factions to the originality, novelty,
or aesthetic merits of the message; and (4) the "hard sell" response,
producing measurable feai-arousal characterized as disturbing,
forceful, or depressing. Results of the study verify the hypothesis
that factor analysis can be used to identify subjects' response
patterns to televised drug abuse messages. (RM)
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DIMENSIOT.S OF RESPONSE TO PUBLIC SERVICE DRUG ABUSE

INFORMATION

by William J. McEwen with George H. Wittbold

Introduction

One requisite component of any examination of receiver re-

ponse to perceptual stimuli would seem to be a systematic exami-

nation of the range of responses exhibited. Any stimulus capable

of being perceived will evidence a wide variety of perceptual re-

actions from judges of that stimulus. A determination of this;

set of varied responses should precede any attempt to evaluate or

draw implications from the responses thus observed. This study

representf, an attempt to determine the range and structure of re-

ceiver judgments of a particular type of perceptual stimuli% drug

abuse advertisements.

One approach typically employed in the examination of hypo-

thetical simple structures underlying sets of perceptual responses

has been that of factor analysis. Through the use of factor ana-

lytic tecnhiqueE a relatively large and complex matrix of inter -

relationships may be described via some smaller number of mor

general constructs. For example, in a classic set of studies,

Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum (1957) employed factor analysis to

examine the connotative meanings perceivers have for various ver-

bal stimuli. The authors attempted to index the representational

processes involved in the processing of language through the ana-

lysis of intercorrelational data obtained from judgmental responses

to words (indexed by means of a seven-interval bipc.ar rating scale

which the authors termed the "semantic differential"), A typical

study cited by Osgood et al. reported data from 200 perceiver
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judgments of each of 20 concepts cn each of 50 semantic differ-

ential scales. Using the centroid method of factor analysis ad-

vocaAed by Thurstone (1947) , the data yielded an underlying fac-

tor structure consisting of three major dimensions of "meaninp:"

which the authors labelled Evaluation, Potency and tctivity.

Additional examples of this approach may be found in research

into the dimensions of response to communication sources (Berlo,

Lemert and Pertz, 1970; NcCroskey, 1966), the evaluation of radio

newscasters (Williams, 1963), as well as the more specifically-

oriented analyses of responses to written messages and product

perceptions (e.g. Carroll, 1960; Bush, Brinton and Newell, 1957;

P,cEwen, 1969). Nost of these studies have employed subjective

ratings by perceivers of some number of stimulus objects (sources;

prose passages) by means of semantic differential type rating in-

struments. The semantic differential scale purportedly provides

an apparent interval measure of judgmental stimuli along a con-

tinuous bipolar dimension (e.g. good-bad; nice-awful; abstract-

concrete). Criticism of this approach to scaling concepts (e.g.

Green and Goldfried, 1965; Hesse, 1969; Kaplan, 1972) have empha-

sized the lack of universal bipolarity of scale end-points (e.g.

"hot" may be the opposite of "cold" when "stove" is evaluated,

but may be the opposite of "cool" when "jazz" is considered) and

a resultant loss of the "neutral" midpoint of the scale and of

scale internality when end-points are not in fact equally distant

from "meaninglessness" (for example, is "clear" as much above neu-

trality as "hazy" is below this point; is "tense" the opposite of

"relaxed" or is "placid" the opposite of "vigorous" and do these

terms represent equidistant departures from a neutral judgment on

these scales?). Green and Goldfried (1965), for example, state

that the true bipolarity of scalar end-points is dependent on the
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concepts being ev1uated and thus generalizability of a "bipolar"

scale is dubious. Kaplan (1972) concludes that the "liking" and

"disliking" components of attitude should be measured separately.

Kaplan, along with a number of other researchers has employed

modifications of the Osgood et al. approach to examining perceptual

stimuli. In a series of studies bearing on the present investi-

gation, for example, Leavitt and his associates (Leavitt, 1969;

1970; Wells, Leavitt and McConville, 1971) departed from the ear-

lier semantic differential approach to measuring advertising per-

ceptions (e.g. Viindak, 1955) in employing single descriptive terms

to assess perceiver evaluations. Drawing from an initial pool of

some 700 words, Leavitt (1969) eliminated all terms which were not

frequently employed by samPle respondents to describe commercials

and also deleted all terms which could not provide discrimination

between sample commercial stimuli. A resultant set of 71 words

was applied to each of eleven commercials by independent sets of

20 to 30 viewers. Data were obtained regarding viewer judgments

of the applicability of each of the term:; and this data was then

submitted to factor analysis. Six stable factors appeared to e-

mergeA Humor (amusing; playful); Vigor (exciting; energetic);

Sensuousness (tender; soothing); Uniqueness (imaginative; novel);

Personal Relevance (valuable; meaningful for me); Irritation (ter-

rible; stupid).

The factors of response reported by Leavitt apply, however,

to persuasive television advertising for consumable products

(the eleven commercials tested were for products such as washing

machines, tuna fish and cereals) . The generality of such fthdings

to situations where advertising i8 aimed at the solution of a so-

cial problem (e.g. curbing pollution, alcoholism or drug abuse)
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would hence of necessity be suspect. To the extent that the aims

of such public service advertising differ from the aims of more

general consumer product advertising, and to the extent that the

needs of viewers/consumers in these two situations differ, one

might expect to find dissimilar patterns Of response to these

message appeals. It would be anticipated, for example, that the

"Humor" factor discussed at length by Wells, Leavitt and McConville

(1971) as the most important single factor (accounting for almost

twice as much total variance in ratings as the next most important

factor) would take on much less importance in an area where humor

is not an integral part of commercial :strategy. !+ more general

form of this factor -- some dimension associated with the general,

activity or energylevel,f the commercial -- might be expected

to encompass the more specific humoi dimension. In addition,

that aspect of viewer response termed "Personal Relevance" might

be expected to take on relatively greater importance in one's res-

ponse to public service advertising'where the addressed topic is

one of Derqorinl nnlicnce. Fur a variety of audience members

(students and teenagers as well as parents, drug users as well

a8 non-users) drug abuse would appear to constitute a salient,

ego-involving topic of current concern. Hence it would be anti-

cipated that the crucial dimensions of response to this type of

public service advertising might be, first, the apparent person-

al relevance of the commercial message and, secondarily perhaps,

the stimulation quality of the advertising strategy.

Thus, bearing in mind the necessity for some understanding

of the dimensions and range of perceptual response, it was felt

that an investigation into the effeCtiveness of anti-drug abuse

strategies must begin with a systematic examination of the reactions
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exhibited by members of the intended target audiences. Since one

of the major audience segments envisioned for drug abuse campai.g,ns

is the student population (Richards and Langer, 1971; Herzog, Sdia

and Harwood, 1970), the present study focusses on developing a ;Jet

of measures capable of parsimoniously describing the relevant

responses exhibited by this particular audience.

Vethods

Experimental Pretest

Subjects Students enrolled in four sections of an

introductory communication course at the University of Connecti-

cut = 92) participated in the pretest.

Materials Four filmed television commercials, obtained

from the National Clearinghouse on Drug Abuse Information, were

employed in the pretest. Films were selected on a judgmental ba-

fdE from among those being employed at the time for television

drug abuse information campaigns. Selection of the commercial

stimuli was made with the goal of representing a range of types

of appeals (e.g. celebrity endorsement; fear appeal) and a. range

of types of illicit drugs being addressed (speed; LSD; marijuana) .

P11 were 16 mm colo sound films and were projected to subjects

in classroom settings. P description of the films employed may

be found in Appendix A.

Procedures Subjects were infomed that the Communica-

tion Division was currently engaged in research aimed at assessing

student evaluations of drug related film clips. One of the four

fil!ns waH then Hhow1 to the subjects in the four classrooms

(ranTjnr,; in size from 16 to 28 students) after which subjects com-

pleted a self-administered questionnaire. In the questionnaire

booklet, sunjects were asked to anonymously respond to two open-
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ended questions which requested the subject to list as many words

as possible which were felt tox 1) describe the film clip viewed

(e.g. colorful; educational; boring; involving) and 2) describe

the subject's _personal reactions while viewing the film (e.g. con

fussed; anxious; happy). Subject responses were tabulated and ara-

lyzed in order to assist in generating a word pool of relevant,

spontaneously employed descriptive terms used in reacting to druE;

abuse commercials.

Pretest Results The pretest data indicated a total of

725 codable mentions of 375 different descriptive terms (chiefly

single word descriptors) applicable to drug abuse advertisements.

This; constituted an average of approximately two mentions per word

(range from one to and approximately eight mentions per :wb-

ject. Twelve descriptors which received at least eight total men-

tions (i.e. at least of total mentions) were retained for the

word pool. tn. additional 18 terms which had received from two to

six mentions each and judgmentally appeared to express a range of

evaluative response of Fartinence to drug abuse information were

added to the 12 terms wh:th had satisfied the ,bove criteria.

complete report of the pretest results may be found in Pppendix B.

Factor Pnalysis Study

Subjects Subjects for the main body of the investiga-

tion consisted of five intact classes, separate from those used

for the pretest, drawn from the available sections of the introduc-

tory communication course at the University of Connecticut. It was

the intent of the 'study that a variety of respondents react to a

variety of drug abuse commercials via a. number of perceptual

scales. While some systematic bias (type G error as discussed by

Lindquist, 1953) might have affected the mean corhmercial ratings
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in some single group, it seemed unlikely that the nature of there-

lationnhips between perceptual stimuli would have been systematical-

ly affecced. Data were tabulated across all subjects ft = 114)

across all commercials tested.

Materials Five commercials were employed as stimuli in

the main factor analysis study (the original four included in the

pretest plus one additional comparable film). Films were again

projected via standard 16 mm sound equipment in classroom situation.

Questionnaire The questionnaire consisted of a number

of one word or two word descriptor terms potentially applicable to

the expresSion of perceiver response to drug abuse advertising.

Thirty of the 82 descriptor terms comprising the questionnaire were

obtained from the pretest results. to additional 16 terms were

selected from the 52 terms used to constitu.te a set of similar

evaluative scales reported by Leavitt (1970). Selections were based

on apparent applicability of descriptor terms to drug abuse commer-

cials (hence "warm," "merry" and "tender" were riot considered ob-

viously pertinent to drug abuse adverting while "convincing,"

"novel," "dull" and "worn out" were selected as appearing appli-

cable). The remainin.L 36; terms selected for inclusion were derived

from those descriptors employed in factor analytic investigations

by Berlo, Lemert and It (1970), Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum

(1957) and from a descriptor word pool of 1000 terms reported by

Wells, Leavitt and PcConville (1971). Selection was again on a

judgmental basis, obtaining inter-judge agreement among the ex-

perimenters regarding the potential items as well as the degree

of apparent redundancy with descriptor terms already included.

Each descriptor word was accompanied in the questionnaire by

a blank wherein the subject was instructed to place a number from
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one to five, depending on the degree to which the term in question

was perceived as applying to the particular film clip viewed (rang-

ing from "applies extremely well" to "does not apply at all "). The

complete questionnaire may be found in Appendix C.

Procedures subjects. were informed, as in the pretest,

that the Communication Division was engaged in assessing :student

reactions to various drug related film clips. Subjects were shown

one of the five films (group size ranging f)m 17 to 27 subjects)

and were then asked to respond anonymously to the film via the

EtructIlred questionnaire clscried above. Upon completion of the

questionna_Lre questions were answered and the general purpose of

the st-Idy was explained.

Factor Analysis Procedures Data obtained in the experi-

ment were subjected to correlatonal analysis and subsequent fac-

tor analysis employing a rinclual factors solution with communal-

ity estimtes in the main diagonals and varimax rdtaticn to a spe-

cified number of factors (vie, Bent and Hull, 1970)..

DVa to core limitations on the University of Connecticut's

IBM 360-65 computer, all 82 items could not be factor analyzed at

one time. Instead, the results of two separate factor- analyses of

50 items each (hence providing overlap on the 18 descriptors which

appeared in both analyses) were combined to form a final pool of

66 descriptors which was then factor analyzed according tc the same

procedures Specified above.

Results

Factor analytic solutions were obtained in all cases employ-

ing the criterion that each factor must have at least three deserip-

tor terms which loaded highly (at least .40) and purely (less thri

.30 on any other factor) in order that that factor be retained.
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Pltogethe,", three separate factor analyses were performed: one

factor analysis on each of the two 50 item sets and a final factor

analysis on the combined set of 66 terms. In all three instances,

the above criterion resulted in a four factor solution.

Results from the analysis of the first 50 descriptor terms

are reported in Table 1. Pll terms with loadi.1;s above .40 on a

factor are reported. Of the 50 terms included in this analysis,

nine (soothing, one-sided, confusing, unrealistic, ethical, dis-

tracting, relaxing, vigorous and sympathetic) did not load highly

(a minimum of .40) on any factor.

Results of the second factor analysis of 50 items (the remain-

ing 32 items not previously factor analyzed plus the last 18 items;

from the first factor analysis) are reported in Table 2. Results

from the second partial factor analysis are in general agreement

with those obtained from the first analysis. In addition to ob-

taining four factor solutions in each instance, both analyses re-

flected similar orderings of the factors in terms of relative im-

portance. Factor I represented 56.3% of the total variance ac-

counted for in the first analysis and represented 49.6% of total

variance acocitnted for in the second analysis. Factor II accounted

for 23.0% of the variance in the first analysis and 28.4% in the

second. Factors III and IV accounted for 10.9% and 9.8% of total

variance in the first analysis and 13.9% and 8.0% in the second ana-

lysis. The one cor_lon descriptor term included in both analysis

which did not load highly on any factor in the first analysis

(sympathetic) also did not load above .30 on any factor in the

second analysis.

An additional seven terms did not load above .40 on any of

the factors in the second analysis: subtle, seemed long, amusing,
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preaching, light, superficial and concise. It was; therefore de-

cided to eliminate the total of 16 items in order to derive a. word

list of 66 meaningful descriptor terms which could then be simultan-

eously analyzed without exceeding computer capacity. Results of

this final combined factor analysis also evidenced a four factor

solution using the criteria 1,revf.ously mentioned. The results are

reported in Table 3. Factor I represented 54.6;"; of the total var-

iance accounted for. Factors II, III and IV represent 23.4%, 12.71

and 9.4% respectively. Eigenvalues associated with the four factor

were, in order, 15.35, 6.58, 3.75 and 2.64.

Seven of the descriptor terms did not load above .40 on any

dimensionA repetitious, innmisistent, distracting, authoritative,

ambiguous, fast moving and surprising. 1 >11 but two, however (fast

moving and authoritative) loaded between .36 and .39 on sOme single

dimension.

Discussion

Generating labels for the four hypothetical dimensions result-

ant from the factor analysis is, of course, a rather arbitrary de-

CiEdon. Still, an-examination of the descriptor terms loading high-

ly on the factors seems. to provide conceptual support for the follow-

ingg Relevant Persuasion (Factor I); regative Evaluation (Factor II);

Creative Stimulation (Factor III); Hard Sell (Factor IV).

The Relevant Persuasion factor contains descriptor terms which

in general indicate a positive reaction to drug abuse messages (e.g.

sincere, frank, believable, honest, good, reasonable). These terms,

however, appear to indicate a specific type of positive response re-

lated to the general believability of the commercial, apparently

akin to the "safety" dimension of source evaluation discussed by

Berlo et al. (1970). This positive response to the meflsage appears
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strongly tied to some indication that the message is seen as rele-

vant to the receiver (meaningful, made sense) and s apparently per-

suasive (informative, convincing, effective).

Factor II (Negative Evaluation) is a general factor consistin

of rather global negative responses to drug abuse information. In-

terestingly, the factor is independent of the first and third fac-

tors, although several of the items contained in the Negative Evalu-

ation factor seem to indicate negative persuasiveness (absurd, im-

practical, exaggerated, deceptive) which intuitively should merely

reflect the opposite of terms such as believable, reasonable and sin-

cere. In addition, several or the terms on this factor (lifeless;,

worn out, dull, boring) would, on an intuitive basis, appear to

constitute the neative pole of Factor III (unique, original, eye

catching). This may provide additional evidence in support of those

who caution against tie assumption of necessary bipolarity based

on the intuitie (or Thesaurus-assisted). selection of word "pairs"

(see, for example, Kaplan, 1972).

The Creative :Itimulation factor apparently reflects receiver

perceptions of the uniqueness, novelty and originality of the me:;-

E;age, though whether this judgment is based on the originality of

the general message approach (e.g. "I never thought of myself as

a junkie simply because I take diet pills and sleeping tablets") or

whether this perception is rather a consequence of imaginative and

creative commercial techniques (i.e. "style" as opposed to "content",

cannot be precisely determined from the obtained data. There is some

evidence to suggest that some aspect of approach ("content") is be-

ing evaluated, perhaps; simultaneously, because of the inclusion of

certain terms such as genuine and interesting which seem to reflect

a concern with message approach extending beyond mere creative media
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technology.

The final factor (Hard .sell) is comprised of a number of terms

which might, at firs-L, thought, hot be expected to be.related. On

this timension were found terms which seem to index the fear-arousing

nature of the message (scary, threatening) as well as the emotional

impact cf the message (emotional, forceful, distrubing, depressing).

Despite the apparent negative tone of some of these descriptors,

however, the factor also contains terms which suggest that some a-

mount of effectiveness is perceived as well (thought provoking, per-

suasive, effective). Thus the general tone of the terms loading on

this factor suggests perceptions of drug abuse messages which re-

flect a general "hard sell" approach to persuasion.

The labels applied to the four dimensions of receiver response

to drug abuse advertising are of less importance than the potential

for employing such an instrument to examine viewer perceptions of

various drug abuse information strategies. hdditional research

aimed at determining the reliability and sensitivity of the instru-

ment i of course required. specific examinations should subse-

quently be addressed to examining the perceptual structure of var-

ious subpopulations to assess possible differences (e.g. does the

relative importance of these factors hold constant for present drug

users; is the same complexity of response evidenced for younger

children; is the factor structure different for inner city youth?).

The ultimate test of the instrument's utility would of course

rest on some determination of the predictive validity of data ob-

tained from its application to drug abuse messages. Given that the

instrument can be established as a stable yet sensitive index of

perceptual judgments, the determination of the sorts of behaviors

these judgments, separately or conjointly, are capable of predicting
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will be the final validator. Future inquiry will thus attempt to

employ corrc2ational methods to examine behavioral concommitants of

receiver perceptions. Future inquiry will also attempt to experiment-

ally approach the validity question. For example, studies could

examine those commercials seen as highly novel (high in Creative

Stimulation) to determine whether behaviortAl indices of arousal or

stimulation value e.g. physiological measures such as GSR) substan-

tiate the sorts of predictions made on the lmsis of perceptual judg-

ments. The experimental validation of the pragmatic utility will

serve as the final arbiter of factor "reality."
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Factor I.

Table 1.

Analysis I Factor Loadings

Factor II Factor III Factor IV

Honest .761 Worn Out .677 Unique .746 Scary .(21L.

Wise .702 Dull .647 Original .712 Depressing .537
Believable .644 Boring .587 Creative .652 Forceful .495
Informative .631 Disorgan'd .527 Novel .573 Biased .494
frank .625 Wishy Washy .517 *Genuine .487 Opinionated. .471
Reliable .584 Impractical .506 *Effective .441 Authoritative.427
.leaningful .577 Lifeless .494 *Convincing .437 *Aggravating .427
Reasonable .562 Repetitious; .422 Exciting .407 Exaggerated .4C0
4orth *fggravating .421
Rememberig .562 Hesitant .406

*Convincing .5;8
Sincere riv. j-f (,

*Genuine .476
Phony -.453
Helpful .451
Inconsist't-.434

*Effective .428
Strong .426
Persuasive .400

* indicates impure lo2ding (item loaded above .40 on another facto:
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Factor I

Table 3.

Combined Factor Analysis
(66 items)

Factor II Factor III Factor IV

Ivade Sense .845 Worn Out .736 Different .750 Scary .689
Honest .747 Overdone .709 Unique .722 Threatening .619
Frank .689 Worthless .635 Original .714 Disturbing .589
Educational .673 Aggravating .619 Creative .684 Emotional .582
Believable .657 Dull .618 Novel .531 Depressing .572
Wire .650 Lbsurd .580 Clear .524 Forceful .566
Factual .649 Impractical .556 *Interesting .520 Thought
Informative .641 Boring .555 Eye Provoking .537

.591 Exaggerated .550 Catching .478 *Persuasive .433
Sincere .553 Lifeless .522 Genuine .471 *Effective .410
Convincing .572 Biased .521 *Exciting .414 *Exciting .403
Easy to Wishy Washy .515
Understand ,566 Childish .513

Good .548 Irritating .497
Reliable .537 Deceptive .490
Truthfil .517 Typical .480
*Effective .473 Helpful -.462
Reasonable .471 *Worth -.426
Revealing .469 Remembering
Strong .459 Hesitant .426

*Worth . *Phony .414
Remembering.453 Opinionated .407

131unt .439
*interesting .425
*Phony -.404
*Persuasive .400

* indicates; impure loading (item loaded above .40 on another factor;
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APPET1DIX

Drag Abuse Commercial Stimuli

Film Number 1, "LSD Wonder Drug" is a 60 second color film
showing Rod Serling talking about the effects
of LSD

Film Number 2, "Bill Cosby Talks About Speed" is a 30 second
color fil showing Bill Cosby talking about the
dangers of "speed."

Film NG.mber 3: "The Truth About rarijuana" is a 60 second color
film narrated by Rod Serling in which marijuana
and the penalties for its use are discussed.

Film Number 4: "Bad Trip" is a 60 second color film narrated by
Rod Serling and depicting the effects of a bad
"trip" on LSD.

Film Hu:nber 51 "Neighborhood Junkie" is a 30 second color film
narrated by Rod Serling in which the drug-taking
habits of the typical neighborhood resident are
discussed.
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PPPENDIX B

Pretest Results

Descriptor term 1'o. of Nentions Descriptor term 1,1o. of mentions

aware 4 ineffective 3
anxious 15 indifferent 8

amused 3 informative 10
attPntive 3 lively 2

angry 3 misleading 3

ambiguous 2 meaningful 2

believable 24 one sided 4

boring 26 preaching 2

biased 8 propagandistic 2

brief 3 poor 3
blunt 2 quick 3
colorful 15 realistic 8

confusing 11 relaxed 3
concerned 7 revealing 3
concise 7 redundant 3
common 2 short 21

childish 2 surprised 3
distorted 2 scary 3
disappointed 6 superfi.-:ial 2

distracted 2 truthfL,_ 6
educational 14 thought provoling 3
effective 3 to the point 4

enlightening 2 tasteless 3
eye catching 3 typical 4

exaggerated 2 threatening 2

emotional 2 unimpressive 4

factual 15 unhappy 4

frightened 7 uninterested 4

fast moving 2 uninformative LI-

good 11 unbelievable 3
helpful 7 unclear 2

happy 3 vague 2

honest 4 worried 3
interesting 25 worthless 2

--- all other descriptor terms were used only by one person and
hence are not included in this list.



FILM REETIONSLITESTIONNAIRE

There is no need to put your name on this questionnaire -- all answers will remain

anonymous. Please indicate how well you 2e7visaally feel each of the words listed
below describes the film clip you have just seen.

If you feel that the word fits the film:

extremely well place a on the line to the right
of the word.

very well place a A or the line

fairly well place a on the line

not very well place a 2 on the line

does not apply place a 1 on the line

at all

Place a number next to each word:
(NOTE: disregard the numbers in parentheses next -0 each word. These

are for coding purposes only)

repetitious (4)

soothing (5)

inconsistent (6)

onesided (7)

persuasive (8)

reasonable (9)

worth
remembering (10)

boring (11)

phony (12)

helpful (13)

novel (14)

confusing (15)

effective (16)

impractical (17)

disorganized8 (18)

worn out (19)

unique (20)

meaningful (21)

lifeless (22)

unrealistic (23)

frank (24)

forceful (25)

ethical (26)

distracting (2?)

convincing; (28)

dull (20

depreSsing (3,0)

wise (31)

relaxing (32)

genuine (33)

creative (34)

vigorous (35)

biased (36)

hesitant (37)

scar:. (38)



exciting aturtRand (63)

believable

_(39)

(40) disturbing (64)

informative (41) good (65)

strong (42) decoptive (66)

sympathetic (43) colorful (67)

reliable (44) educational (68)

opinionated (45) seemed long (69)

wishywashy (46) amusing (70)

authoritative (47) factual (71)

aggravating (48) typical (72)

original (49) childish (73)

sincere (50) eyecatching (74)

subtle (51) fast moving (75)

honest (52) emotional (4)

exaggerated (53) worthless

absurd (54) revealing (6)

blunt (55) truthful (7)

ambiguous (56) surprising (8)

thought
made sense (57) provoking (9)
different (58) preaching (10)

threatening (59) enlightening (11)

interesting (60) superficial (12)

irritating (61) concise (13)

overdone (62)

What did the film tell you to do (what to do and where to go) to find out more about
drugs and drug abuse?

THANK YOU VERY MUCHII


